to our own golf course" followed by question and answer sessions.

Smaller presentations by the Course Manager to sections of the Club (25 – 30 people maximum) on various subjects. This is a better way to develop two-way communication because the emphasis is placed on discussion and not lecture and much is learned by all concerned (and that includes the Course Manager).

General Communication
A large area must be made available in a prominent area of the Clubhouse for Course Information to post reports, programmes and schedules and any other relevant information.

It is important that this area is updated regularly – a well maintained “fresh” to keep interest. Illustrated drawings and photographs are an excellent way of attracting attention and should be used as often as possible.

Videos both professionally produced, e.g. the BIGGA career video and home-made on subjects such as course etiquette, can also keep the subjects interesting.

Public Relations/Semi-Social Communication
Staff golf matches against different sections of the club and even the Committee. Visits to the workshops by Committee and members to look behind the scenes. These two measures bring the rest of the membership to a small degree help with these comments and will come knocking on your door.

Having lunch in the Clubhouse periodically and playing golf with members to a small degree help us to understand and get over individual views in an amicable way.

Using all these different ways of communicating will “get the message across” better than previously and the membership will begin to understand what we are trying to achieve on the golf course. After all, we all want the same thing – a well maintained, well presented golf course of which we can all be proud.

TO ENSURE THE SAFETY OF THE STAFF AND THE ENVIRONMENT
The last and vitally important responsibility of every Course Manager is basic safety. With the assistance of the Health & Safety Executive, the local Authorities and the many competent safety consultants working within the industry, this area is not so frightening as once it was.

The one piece of advice which I can pass on is to contact the relevant authority first and request assistance in setting safe systems in place and not waiting until they come knocking on your door.

In this way you are demonstrating your commitment to ensuring safe standards of work in your workplace and also ensuring a good future working relationship with the relevant authority.

During the course of this series of articles I have had some feedback regarding content. Some destructive but mostly constructive.

One point which has been made is “It’s okay for these big money 36/54 hole complexes and golf clubs which can afford these highly trained Course Managers but we are just a 9/18 hole private member’s club – we can’t afford a Course Manager” or even “We don’t need a Course Manager”.

My answer to that is – you cannot afford not to employ a fully trained Course Manager. It is he/she who will analyse/assess what you have and devise efficient systems which will ensure that money is not wasted.

I would guarantee in the long term you will enjoy a better maintained and presented golf course and therefore a more contented membership for the money available – that is after all what efficient management is all about.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank everybody at BIGGA Headquarters for the marvellous two days I enjoyed at the West Lancashire GC competing in the Hayter Challenge. I thought that the tournament was extremely well organised and it was a great honour to take part.

The kindness and hospitality shown by the golf club was also of a very high standard, as was the setting and the condition of the golf course – which was a credit to the greenstaff.

I would also like to thank our sponsor Hayter for making everything possible and I am most grateful to them for such a fine competition. I am sure the body who took part would agree with these comments and will look forward to next year’s tournament, hoping they are fortunate to qualify again.

Antony Bindley
Kirby Muxloe GC

Peter Alliss’ explanation appreciated

The following was first published in Golf Weekly magazine:
May I publicly thank Peter Alliss on behalf of greenkeepers, Chairmen of green committees and Club Secretaries for his invaluable assistance while commenting on the Walker Cup. For many weeks we have been trying to explain to members why the grass is being lost on the greens only to be met with disbelief and accusations of poor greenkeeping practices.

Alliss’ explanation of Take All Disease will hopefully make the many doubters realise that this problem is totally outside the control of greenstaff and is a direct result of weather conditions.

Mike Penny
Secretary
Worlebury GC, Avon

A big thank you

May I take this opportunity to thank all those BIGGA members who formed the Walker Cup Support Team for their help in the preparation of the course.

Your efforts were much appreciated by both Royal Porthcawl and myself.

David Ward
Course Manager
Royal Porthcawl GC

In search of age record

I am writing to you to see if you can find out how old the youngest Head Greenkeeper in Britain is.

I am 18 years-old and a Head Greenkeeper on an 18 hole private course – Sandilands GC in Sutton-on-Sea, Lincolnshire. I have just finished my National Certificate at Elmwood College and have been greenkeeping since I was 12.

If you could do this for me I would be very grateful indeed.

James North
Sandilands GC

The job I’m always glad to see the back of is...

“Putting in drainage ditches”
– Richard Gamble
Aldwark Manor

The job I’m always glad to see the back of is...

“Hollow coring”
– Glenn Millar
Ullesthorpe GC

Send letters to The Editor, Greenkeeper International, Aldwark Manor, Aldwark, Alne, York YO6 2NF or fax them on 01347 838864